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 MINUTES OF MEETING   

Sofia, 22 June 2017 

of the Customer Advisory Board Session of the Independent Bulgarian            

Energy Exchange EAD 

This day, 22 June 2017 at 10:00 AM in Sofia in the premises of the Independent 

Bulgarian Energy Exchange (IBEX) with address: 19 Knyaz Alexander Dondukov 

Blvd., fl. 7, a regular meeting of the Customer Advisory Board of IBEX was held. 

 

The meeting was attended by the following members of the Advisory Board: from 

the representatives of the generators – Diana Nenova, Nadya Evtimova; from the 

representatives of the traders: Vladimir Dichev, Martin Georgiev, Georgi 

Samandov; from the representatives of the consumers: Kostadin Aleksiev; from 

IBEX – Nikola Gabrovski, Zdravko Popov and Milena Bozhinova – secretary of the 

Customer Advisory Board (without the right to vote). 

The meeting was attended also by Atanas Georgiev – a representative of the 

monitoring trustee appointed by the Bulgarian Energy Holding EAD in accordance 

with the Commitments to the European Union offered by Bulgarian Energy 

Holding EAD, Natsionalna Elektricheska Kompania EAD, Thermal Power Plant 

Maritsa 2 EAD, Nuclear Power Plant Kozloduy EAD and IBEX EAD in the context 

of the investigation of the Commision in Case AT.39767 – BEH Electricity initiated 

on 27 November 2012. 

The Draft Agenda of the meeting was sent to all members of the Board in 

accordance to Art. 63 of the Customer Advisory Board Rulebook (CARB). In the 

period foreseen as per Art. 64 no additional issues for consideration were received.  

Agenda, Discussion and Resolutions 

The meeting proceeded as per the drawn up Agenda as follows: 

1. Initial information about planned implementation of new settlement system 

and the related change in the financial collateral calculation methodology. 

An implementation of new Clearing And Settlement System (CASS) system is 

planned. CASS is a new model for collateral calculation through which a constant, 

lower and more stable to short-term deviations collateral is achieved. The system 
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is online based and allows individual access for each market participant to his own 

trade results and collateral values for a period of one month.  

Before the actual start of the system in production, all market participants will get 

a link for access to a test system, the real system and a user guide.  

The implementation of CASS is planned for September/October 2017 and does not 

concern any change in the payments deadline, collaterals provision deadlines and 

the minimum collateral value.  

2. Provision of a file, containing the coordinates of the Day ahead demand and 

supply curve points and its correct understanding. 

IBEX introduced its new service, giving an access to the data for building the 

demand and supply curves. The service gives an access to a file in .xls format, 

containing the point coordinates (aggregated volume and price steps), which are 

used for building the aggregated supply and demand curves and thus for 

calculation of the clearing price and traded volume for each trade interval (hour). 

The file for delivery day 22nd of June 2017 was presented and a demonstration, 

how to build the demand and supply curves with a MS Excel was made.  

The file does not provide to its users any more information compared to the one, 

published on IBEX web-site, but it gives the possibility for its easier processing 

and analysing with an appropriate software product. 

3. Others 

❖ Status of the “Intraday market” Project. 

As of the moment of the meeting of the Advisory Board the technical 

preparation for the implementation of the intraday market is going as planned 

and in line with the schedule for project completion – end of 2017. The main 

risks for project implementation are outside IBEX’s influence and are related 

to:  

- Making the necessary changes in the EMR (Electricity market rules) by 

the Electricity and Water Regulatory Commission (EWRC), to enable the 

possibility to nominate delivery schedules, resulting from intraday 

market trades, in the system of the Transmission System Operator (ESO 

EAD); 

- The technical possibility of ESO EAD to register the nominated delivery 

schedules (both internal and external), resulting from intraday market 

trades, in accordance to the requirements and the established best 

practices of all the other markets within the European Union as well as 

the Regulations regarding the integration of the national day ahead and 

intraday markets. 

 

 

❖ The Advisory Board members made a proposal to IBEX to add the net position 

of a market participant as well as the weighted average prices, at which he is 

http://www.ibex.bg/en/market-data/dam/aggregated-curves/
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buying/selling power, to the file with daily trade results of the day ahead 

market, received by every market participant via e-mail.  

IBEX has undertaken to examine whether the addition of the requested 

information to the trade results would be possible.  

 

 

❖ A question was asked whether IBEX is analyzing and comparing the day ahead 

market prices with those of the neighboring markets? 

IBEX is reviewing the daily results of the neighboring markets and for each 

month publishes a summary in its monthly reports. The leveled peak price that 

was observed during many days of June 2017 is due to high market volumes at 

a similar price, which some market participants are offering for sale on the day 

ahead market. As it can be seen from the demand and supply curves the supply 

was in excess during these days which led to the leveled peak prices. 

This is not a market manipulation but a strategy of the market participants. 

Such occurrences would be almost impossible after the Bulgarian market zone 

is coupled with another neighboring day ahead market. 

 

 

http://www.ibex.bg/en/about-us/reports/

